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Gas Pump Skimmer Devices Now
Sending Data Via Text
Often skimming devices that crooks are
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wirelessly anywhere in the world. This
data is then used to create physical
counterfeit copies of the cards. Skimming
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Concerned About Possible Credit Card Theft?
See Hafer’s For Your Secure Transaction In The Forecourt
Fraud patterns are showing that the fuel
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theft gangs tend to target stations that
are close to major highway arteries;

Theft Prevention Tips
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without security cameras, as well as



Use a credit card, not debit card,

stations that do not do a regular

when you pay. If a credit card number
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Pay inside, with cash or a credit
card,

from successfully cloning credit cards.
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pump. Chances are good that thieves
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to tamper with the pump.
Pay attention when fueling and if it



feels weird, don’t do it. Sometimes,
thieves also swap out the card readers
attached to the skimmers. In those
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New skimmers are using chips, like the
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Be suspicious if the gas pump has a

a new problem, but the technology that
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easy to spot with the naked eye, but

to thwart gas pump tampering.

newer versions are all but invisible.
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Contact us to learn more!
(800) 422-8135
sales@hafers.com

